Modern magnetic disks are, as is well known, dramatically slower at random reads than sequential reads. Technological progress has exacerbated the problem; disk throughput has increased by a factor of 60 to 85 over the past twenty-five years, but seek times have decreased by a factor of only 15. Disks are less and less like random access devices in terms of performance. Although flash memory reduces the cost differential of random accesses, disks continue to offer vast amounts of inexpensive storage. For the foreseeable future, it will remain important to optimize the performance of applications that access disk like devices that is, devices with much faster sequential than random access. The best solution to this performance problem is to avoid critical path disk access altogether and reading unneeded data as sequential access and discarding it later. .
I. INTRODUCTION
In application-directed prefetching systems, the application informs the storage system of its intended upcoming reads. (Databases, scientific workloads, and others are easily able to calculate future accesses. Previous work on application-directed caching and prefetching demonstrated relatively low speedups for single-process, single-disk workloads (average speedup 26%, maximum 49%). However, this work aimed to overlap CPU time and I/O fetch time without greatly increasing memory use, and thus prefetched relatively little data from disk (16 blocks) just before a process needed it. Our system, aims solely to minimize I/O fetch time, a better choice given today's widened gap between processor and disk performance. The prefetching system is aggressive, fetching as much data as fits in available memory. It is also relatively simple, fitting in well with existing operating system techniques; most code is in a user-space library. Small, but critical, changes in kernel behaviour help ensure that prefetched data is kept until it is used. A contention controller detects changes in available memory and compensates by resizing the prefetching window, avoiding performance collapse when prefetching applications compete for memory and increasing performance when more memory is available. Our measurements show substantial speedups on test workloads, such as a 20x speedup on a SQLite table scan of a data set that is twice the size of memory. Running concurrent instances of applications with libprefetch shows similar factors of improvement.
II. RELATED WORK
Fuelled by the long-growing performance gulf between disk and CPU speeds, considerable research effort has been invested in improving disk read performance by caching and prefetching. Prefetching work in particular has been based on predicted, application-directed, and inferred disk access patterns Disk ModelingRuemmler and Wilkes is the classic paper on disk performance modeling. Our seek time observations complement those of Schlosser et al; like them, we use our observations to construct more effective ways to use a disk.
Inferred Accesses
Rather than requiring the application to explicitly supply a list of future reads, a prefetching system can automatically generate the list either from application source code, using static analysis [1] , or from the running application, using speculative execution [3] .
III. THE IMPACT OF MODERN DISK CHARACTERISTICS ON PREFETCHING
Disk prefetching algorithms aim to improve the performance of future disk reads by reading data before it is needed. Since our prefetching algorithm will use precise application information about future accesses, we need not worry about detecting access patterns or trying to predict what the application will use next. Instead, the chief goal is to determine the fastest method to retrieve the requested data from disk.
This section uses disk benchmarks to systematically build up a prefetching algorithm that takes advantage of the strengths, and as much as possible avoids the weak-nesses, of modern I/O subsystems. The prefetching algorithm must read at least the blocks needed by the application, so there are only a few degrees of freedom available. The prefetcher can reorder disk requests within the window of memory available for buffering, it can combine disk requests, and it can read non-required data if that would help. Different disk layout or block allocation algorithms could also lead to better performance, but these file system design techniques are orthogonal to the issues we consider.
Seek Performance
Conventional disk scheduling algorithms do not know what additional requests will arrive in the future, leading to a relatively small buffer of requests that can be reordered. In contrast, a prefetching algorithm that does know future accesses can use a reorder buffer as large as available memory. A larger buffer can substantially reduce average seek distance. In this section, we measure the actual cost of various seek distances on modern disks, aiming to determine where seek distance matters and by how much. We measured the average time to seek various distances, both forward and backward. Because the seek operation is below the disk interface abstraction, it is only possible to measure a seek in conjunction with a read or write operation. Therefore, the benchmarks start by reading the first block of the disk to establish the disk head location (or the last block, if seeking backward), then read several blocks from the disk, each separated by the seek distance being tested. With this test methodology, a seek distance of zero means that we read sequential disk locations with multiple requests, and a seek distance of 1 block re-reads the same block repeatedly. All the tests in this section use Direct I/O to skip the buffer cache, ensuring that buffer cache hits do not optimize away the effects we are trying to measure Seek time increases by roughly a factor of five from around 112KB to roughly 1 to 4MB, shown as in the graphs. In contrast, seek times for distances above 2.7MB increase slowly, by about a factor of one.Not considering the disk geometry effects visible as oscillations, a disk scheduling algorithm should minimize seek distance; though not all seek reductions are equal, reducing medium seeks far below 2MB will have more impact than reducing very large seeks to 2MB or more. Figure 1 shows the unexpected result that for distances up to 2.7MB, it may be cheaper to read that amount of data than to seek. This suggests that adjacent requests with small gaps might be serviced faster by requesting the entire range of data and discarding the uninteresting data. Figure 2 suggested that reading and discarding small gaps between requests might be faster than seeking over those gaps.We modified the previous benchmark to add infill, varying the maximum infill allowed. Figure 1 where seeks take longer than similarly-sized maximum-throughput reads. Infill amounts between 32KB and 2MB have no additional effect, corresponding to the region of the seek graph where seek time is equal to read time for an equivalent amount of data. When infill is allowed to exceed 2MB, runtime increases. Itconfirming that reads of this size are more expensive than seeking. For the 16MB reorder buffer dataset, infill has very little effect: as Figure 2 shows, the average seek distance for this test is 128KB, above the threshold where we expect infill to help. On Disk 1, however, infill was performanceneutral. Apparently its firmware makes infill largely redundant.
IV. RESULT

V. CONCLUSION
An analysis of the performance characteristics of modern disks led us to a new approach to prefetching. Our prefetching algorithm minimizes the number of expensive seeks and leads to a substantial performance boost for nonsequential workloads. Libprefetch, a relatively simple library that implements this technique, can speed up real-world instances of non-sequential disk access, including image processing and database table scans, by as much as 4.9x and 20x, respectively, for workloads that do not fit in main memory. Furthermore, a simple contention controller enables this new prefetching algorithm to peacefully coexist with multiple instances of it as well as other applications. An analysis of the performance characteristics of modern disks led us to a new approach of infilling. Our infill algorithm minimizes seek time of the substantial expensive seeks and leads to performance boost for non-sequential workloads.
